Abstract. We study the Liouville metric associated to an approximation of a logcorrelated Gaussian field with short range correlation. We show that below a parameter γ c > 0, the left-right length of rectangles for the Riemannian metric e γφ0,n ds 2 with various aspect ratio is concentrated with quasi-lognormal tails, that the renormalized metric is tight when γ < min(γ c , 0.4) and that subsequential limits are consistent with the Weyl scaling.
Gaussian multiplicative chaos (GMC) is the study of random measures of the form e γφ σ(dx) where γ ∈ (0, √ 2d) is a paramater, φ is a log-correlated Gaussian field on a domain D of R d and σ(dx) is an independent measure on D. Since the field φ just exists in a Schwartz sense, a regularization procedure and a renormalization have to be done to show the existence of e γφ σ(dx). One classical regularization of the field is the martingale approximation done by Kahane [21] , another one is by taking a convolution with a mollifier, done by Robert and Vargas [30] . Shamov [31] then proved that in a rather large setting of regularization, the convergence holds in probability, the limit does not dependent on the regularization procedure and is measurable with respect to the field (see also Berestycki [4] for an elementary approach). A particular case of the theory, initiated by Duplantier and Sheffield [15] , is when d = 2 (which we will always assume from now on) and when the field is the Gaussian free field: this random measure is called Liouville Quantum Gravity (LQG).
One may try to follow the same lines to define the metric whose Riemannian metric tensor is e γφ ds 2 : approximate φ by a smooth field to obtain a well-defined random Riemannian metric, show that the appropriately renormalized metric converges to a limiting metric which is independent of the limiting procedure and which is measurable with respect to the field. This problem seems to be so far more involved than the measure one where more tools are currently available. In a series of recent papers [25, 26, 27, 28] , Miller and Sheffield considered the case γ = 8/3, d = 2 and φ is a Gaussian free field. In particular, they made sense of the limiting object directly in the continuum and established some connections with the Brownian map, universal scaling limit of a large class of random planar maps (see Le Gall [22, 23] and Miermont [24] ).
In a discrete setting, Ding and Dunlap [8] studied the first passage percolation associated to the discrete Gaussian free field in the bulk (see [3] for an overview on first passage percolation). They showed that the renormalized metric is tight, when γ is small enough. A major part of their work was to obtain Russo-Seymour-Welsh (RSW) estimates of the length of left-right crossing of rectangles with various aspect ratio and their approach strongly relies on Tassion's method [32] . We mention here that Ding et al. [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] studied related topics.
Recently, Ding and Gwynne [10] discussed the fractal dimension of LQG. In their paper, the Liouville first passage percolation is described as follows. Let φ be a Gaussian free field on a domain D ⊂ R 2 and fix ξ > 0. Denote by φ δ (x) the circle average of φ over ∂B(x, δ) and consider the distance D e ξφ δ (π(t)) |π ′ (t)| dt, where the infimum is taken over all piecewise continuously differentiable paths π : [0, 1] → D such that π(0) = x and π(1) = y. They explained that the parameter ξ should be taken as γ dγ , if d γ is the Hausdorff dimension of the γ-LQG metric, obtained by scaling limits of graph distance on random planar maps, see Section 2.3 in [10] for a discussion.
In this article, the field φ 0,∞ is a log-correlated field with short-range correlations and is approximated by a martingale φ 0,n where each φ 0,n is a smooth field. More precisely, we consider a ⋆-scale invariant field whose covariance kernel is translation invariant and is given by C 0,∞ (x) = ∞ 1 c(ux) u du, where c = k * k, for a nonnegative, compactly supported and radially symmetric bump function k. We decompose the field φ 0,∞ in a sum of self-similar fields i.e. φ 0,∞ = n≥0 φ n , where the φ n 's are smooth independent Gaussian fields, such that φ 0 has a finite range of dependence and (φ n (x)) x∈R 2 has the law of (φ 0 (x2 n )) x∈R 2 . We then denote by φ 0,n the truncated summation i.e. φ 0,n = 0≤k≤n φ k . This gives rise to a well-defined random Riemannian metric e γφ 0,n ds 2 , restricted for technical convenience to [0, 1] 2 , which is the main object studied in this paper. Let us point out that the parameter ξ in [10] corresponds to the parameter γ 2
here, since the length element is given by e γ 2 φ 0,n ds.
In the recent preprint [20] , the authors proved that any log-correlated field φ whose covariance kernel is given by C(x, y) = − log |x − y| + g(x, y), assuming some regularity on g, can be decomposed as φ = φ ⋆ + ψ where φ ⋆ is a ⋆-scale invariant Gaussian field and ψ is a Gaussian field with Hölder regularity. A similar decomposition where the fields are independent can be obtained modulo a weaker property on φ ⋆ . Using this decomposition, they generalize some results present in the literature only for ⋆-scale invariant fields. Let us also mention that ⋆-scale invariant log-correlated fields are natural since they appear in the following characterization (see [2] ): if M is a random measure on R where (M ε (εA)) A∈B(R d )
and where ω ε is a stationary Gaussian field, independent of M ε , with continuous sample paths, continuous and differentiable covariance kernel on R d \ {0}, then, up to some additional technical assumptions, M is the product of a nonnegative random variable X ∈ L 1+δ and an independent Gaussian multiplicative chaos e φ dx i.e. ∀A ∈ B(R d ), M(A) = X A e φ(x)− 1 2 E(φ(x) 2 ) dx. Moreover, the covariance kernel of φ is given by C(x) = and notice that we have C(x) ∼ x→0 −c(0) log x . Again, one can try to follow the same lines for the metric instead of the measure to construct and characterize metrics on R 2 satisfying a property analogous to (1.1) involving the Weyl scaling (see Section 7).
In our approach, we introduce a parameter γ c > 0 associated to some observable of the metric and we study the phase where γ < γ c . More precisely, if L 2 for the random Riemannian metric e γφ 0,n ds 2 and µ n is its median, we then define γ c := inf{γ : (log L (n) 1,1 − log µ n ) is not tight}. We expect that the set of γ such that (log L (n) 1,1 − log µ n ) n≥0 is tight is (0, γ c ) . We prove that as soon as γ < γ c , we have the following concentration result: for s large, uniformly in n, ce −Cs 2 ≤ P log L 2 , d 0,n ) n≥0 , where d 0,n is the geodesic distance associated to the Riemannian metric tensor e γφ 0,n ds 2 , renormalized by µ n . The main difference with the proof of Ding and Dunlap is that the RSW estimates do not rely on the method developped by Tassion [32] but follow from an approximate conformal invariance of φ 0,n , obtained through a white noise coupling.
We also investigate the Weyl scaling: if d 0,∞ is a metric obtained through a subsequential limit associated to the field φ 0,∞ and f is in the Schwartz class, then we prove that the metric associated to the field φ 0,∞ +f is e γ 2 f ·d 0,∞ , that the couplings (φ 0,∞ +f, e γ 2 f ·d 0,∞ ) and (φ 0,∞ , d 0,∞ ) are mutually absolutely continuous with respect to each other and that their Radon-Nikodỳm derivative is given by the one of the first marginal. Notice that if the metric d 0,∞ is a measurable function of the field φ 0,∞ , this property is expected. Here, this property tells us that the metric is not independent of the field φ 0,∞ and is in particular non-deterministic. In fact, this property is fundamental in the work of Shamov [31] on Gaussian multiplicative chaos, where the metric is replaced by the measure. It is used to prove that subsequential limits are measurable with respect to the field, which then implies its uniqueness and that the convergence in law holds in probability.
Shamov [31] takes the following definition of GMC. If φ is a Gaussian field on a domain D and M is a random measure on D, measurable with respect to φ and hence denoted by M(φ, dx), which satisfies, for f in the Cameron-Martin space of φ, almost surely,
then M is called a Gaussian multiplicative chaos. Furthermore, M is said to to be subcritical if EM is a σ-finite measure. Note that the left-hand side is well-defined since M is φ measurable. It is easy to check that the condition (1.2) implies uniqueness among φ-measurable subcritical random measures and we insist that the measurability of M with respect to φ is built in the definition. A natural question is thus the following: replace the measure M by the metric d 0,∞ , assume in a similar way the measurability with respect to φ and suppose that in (1.2), the operation is the Weyl scaling defined in Section 7, then is there uniqueness? The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the fields φ 0,n as well as the definitions and notations that will be used throughout the subsequent sections. Section 3 contains our main theorems. In Section 4, we derive the approximate conformal invariance of φ 0,n together with the RSW estimates. Section 5 is concerned with lognormal tail estimates for crossing lengths, upper and lower bounds. Under the assumption γ < min(γ c , 0.4), we derive the tightness of the metric in Section 6. The Weyl scaling is discussed in Section 7. Section 8 is concerned with γ c > 0. Lastly, in Section 9 we prove some independence of γ c with respect to the bump function k used to define φ 0,n . The appendix gathers estimates for the supremum of the field φ 0,n as well as an estimate for a summation which appears when deriving diameter estimates.
Definitions
2.1. Log-correlated Gaussian fields with short-range correlations. A white noise on R d is a random Schwartz distribution such that for every test function f , ζ, f is a centered Gaussian variable with variance f 2 L 2 (R d ) . If (Ω, F , P) denotes a probability space on which it is defined, we have a natural isometric embedding
Let k be a smooth, radially symmetric and nonnegative bump function supported in B(0, r 0 ) ⊂ R 2 and normalized in
, where r 0 is a fixed small positive real number. If ζ denotes a standard white noise on R 2 , then the convolution k * ζ is a smooth Gaussian field with covariance kernel c := k * k whose compact support is included in B(0, 2r 0 ). This can be taken as a starting point to define more general Gaussian fields. Let ξ(dx, dt) be a white noise on R 2 × [0, ∞). Then one can define a distributional Gaussian field on R 2 by setting
with covariance kernel given by
Remark that for x = x ′ , the integrand vanishes near 0 since c has compact support, and
and f is a smooth function. Consequently,
where
2.2. Decomposition of φ 0,∞ in a sum of self-similar fields. One can decompose φ 0,∞ as a sum of independent self-similar fields. Indeed, for 0 ≤ m ≤ n, set
as well as φ n := φ n,n so that φ 0,n = 0≤k≤n φ k and φ 0,∞ = n≥0 φ n where the φ n 's are independent. Notice also that for 1 ≤ m ≤ n, φ 0,n = φ 0,m−1 + φ m,n . The covariance kernel of φ n is
so that C n (r) = C 0 (r2 n ). We will also denote by C 0,n the covariance kernel of φ 0,n . The following properties are clear from the construction. Proposition 2.1. For every n ≥ 0, (i) φ n is smooth, (ii) the law of φ n is invariant under Euclidean isometries, (iii) φ n has finite range dependence with range of dependence 2 −n · 2r 0 , (iv) and (φ n (x)) x∈R 2 has the law of (φ 0 (x2 n )) x∈R 2 (scaling invariance). (v) The φ n 's are independent Gaussian fields.
We will use repeatedly these properties throughout the paper in particular the independence and scaling ones. Furthermore, one can decompose the field at scale n in spatial blocks. Specifically, we denote by P n the set of dyadic blocks at scale n, viz.
For P ∈ P n we set
The following properties are immediate. Proposition 2.2.
(i) The φ n,P 's are independent Gaussian fields.
(ii) For every n ≥ 0 and P ∈ P n , φ n,P is smooth and compactly supported in P + B(0, 2 −n · 2r 0 ). (iii) If P ∈ P n , Q ∈ P m and l : P → Q is an affine bijection, then φ m,Q • l has the same law as φ n,P .
Finally, we have the decomposition
in which all the summands are independent smooth Gaussian fields, all identically distributed up to composition by an affine map and φ n,P is supported in a neighborhood of P . In the following sections, we will work with the smooth fields φ 0,n , approximations of the field φ 0,∞ , and we denote by F 0,n the σ-algebra generated by the φ k 's for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. 2 , e γφ 0,n ds 2 ) is a complete metric space and it has the same topology as the unit square with the Euclidean metric. We will denote by π m,n a minimizing path associated to L (m,n) a,b
and it will be clear depending on the context which a, b are involved. Notice that such a path exists by the Hopf-Rinow theorem and a compactness argument. We will say that a rectangle R is visited by a path π if π ∩ R = ∅ and crossed by π if a subpath of π connects two opposite sides of R by staying in R.
We recall the positive association property and refer the reader to [29] for a proof. Theorem 2.3. If f and g are increasing functions of a continuous Gaussian field φ with pointwise nonnegative covariance, then E (f (φ)g(φ)) ≥ E (f (φ)) E (g(φ)).
We will use this inequality several times in situations where the field considered is φ 0,n (since k ≥ 0) and the functions f and g are lengths associated to different rectangles.
We introduce the notations l
. Since we will use repetitively l (n) 1,3 (ε) and l (n) 3,1 (ε) for a small fixed ε, we introduce the notation l n for the first one andl n for the second one. Also, we will be interested by the ratio between these quantiles hence we introduce the notation δ n := max 0≤k≤n l
1,1 has a positive density on (0, ∞) with respect to the Lebesgue measure by the argument used in the proof of Proposition 5.5). We then define the critical parameter γ c as
1,1 − log µ n is not tight and we call subcriticality the regime γ < γ c . Note that anytime we use the assumption γ < γ c , we use only the tightness of log L (n) 1,1 − log µ n . However, we expect that the set of γ such that (log L (n) 1,1 − log µ n ) n≥0 is tight is the interval (0, γ c ). 2.4. Compact metric spaces: uniform and Gromov-Hausdorff topologies. We recall first the notion of uniform convergence. A sequence
Moreover, we recall the definition of the Hausdorff distance. If
We recall now the definition of the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. Let (E 1 , d 1 ) and (E 2 , d 2 ) be two compact metric spaces. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance d GH between E 1 and E 2 is defined as
where the infimum is over all isometric embeddings φ 1 : E 1 → E and φ 2 : E 2 → E of E 1 and E 2 into the same metric space (E, d). Here, d H is the Hausdorff distance associated to the space (E, d). Denote by M the set of all isometry classes of compact metric spaces (see [19] Section 3.11). The Gromov-Hausdorff distance d GH is a metric on M and (M, d GH ) is a Polish space. We refer the reader to the textbook [6] , Section 7 for more details on these topologies.
In our framework, we introduce the sequence of compact metric spaces (M n ) n≥0 where
2 , d 0,n ) and where d 0,n is the geodesic distance induced by the Riemannian metric tensor µ −2 n e γφ 0,n ds 2 restricted to [0, 1] 2 and we aim to study the convergence in law of M n to a random metric space M ∞ with respect to the Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
2.5. Notation. We will denote by c, C absolute constants depending whether they should be thought as small or large. They may vary from line to line. If F : E → C is a complex-valued function, we denote by F ∞ := sup x∈E |F (x)| and by 
. If x is a real number we will denote by x + the maximum of x and 0. For two real numbers a and b we denote by a ∨ b := max(a, b) as well as a ∧ b := min(a, b). Finally, if X is a random variable, L(X) denotes its law and for x ∈ R we set F X (x) := P(X ≤ x).
Statement of main results
Our first main result concerns the relation between lengths of rectangles with different aspect ratio. We want to compare the tails of L (n) a,b for various choices of (a, b).
The following Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates give upper bounds of left-right crossing lengths of long rectangles in terms of left-right crossing lengths of short rectangles.
These RSW estimates are essential to prove the quasi-lognormal tails at subcriticality of various lengths: 
These estimates are fundamental ingredients to get: is tight with respect to the uniform and Gromov-Hausdorff topologies. .
We will also check that γ c > 0 which is the content of:
Finally, we will work out some independence of the parameter γ c with respect to the choice of the bump function which is the content of In this section we prove that our approximation φ 0,n of φ 0,∞ is approximately conformally invariant. We will then investigate its consequences on the length of left-right crossings: the RSW estimates, Theorem 3.1, which is a key result of our analysis. Let us already point out that these RSW estimates eventually lead, as a first corollary, to a lognormal decay of the left tail (inequality (3.4), without assuming γ < γ c but with a small quantile instead of the median).
4.1. Approximate conformal invariance of φ 0,n . Let F : U → V be a conformal map between two Jordan domains. We wish to compare the laws of φ 0,n and φ 0,n • F in U and look for a uniform estimate in n. For this we go back to the defining white noises. We write, for ξ andξ two standard white noises
and we want to couple φ 0,n andφ 0,n • F , in particular for the high-frequency modes. We couple the defining white noises ξ,ξ in the following way: if
i.e. for a test function φ compactly supported in V × (0, ∞),
and both sides have variance φ 2 L 2 . The rest of the white noises are chosen to be independent, i.e. ξ |U c ×(0,∞) , ξ |U ×(0,∞) and ξ |Ṽ c ×(0,∞) are jointly independent. Assuming
Remark also that δφ 3 is independent of φ 0,n , δφ 1 , and δφ 2 . We will estimate these three terms separately on a convex compact subset K of an open convex set U under the assumption that F ′ U,∞ < ∞ and F ′′ U,∞ < ∞ and |F ′ | ≥ 1 on U.
Lemma 4.1. δφ 1 restricted to K is a smooth field; more precisely there exists C > 0 such that for every n ≥ 0
The idea is the same for the second term. For the third term,
which concludes the proof.
Lemma 4.2. There exists C > 0 such that for every n ≥ 0 and every x, x ′ ∈ K,
2 ) ≤ C uniformly in x ∈ K and n ≥ 0.
Proof. Since k is rotationally invariant and has compact support, we will see that
First, k having a compact support included in B(0, r 0 ) gives
hence we can directly replace the term 1 t≥
. By Taylor's inequality,
The consequences of the compact support seen above together with the rotational invariance of k give
which gives (4.1). Finally, we obtain the following bound
where in the last equation we both used equation (4.1) and the inequalities, for x, x ′ ∈ K and y ∈ U:
where the constant C in the right-hand side is uniform in n. The second assertion directly follows from an analogous computation without keeping track of the x, x ′ .
Proposition 4.3. There exist C > 0, σ 2 > 0 such that for every n ≥ 0, x ≥ 0:
Proof. We have obtained in Lemma 4.2 a bound on the variance of
. By the Kolmogorov continuity criterion, for any α < 1/2, E( δφ 2 C α (K) ) is bounded in n. Together with Lemma 4.1, this shows
Consequently by Fernique (see [17] ), we have a uniform Gaussian tail estimate in n.
We are left with the noise δφ 3 which is independent of φ 0,n , δφ 1 and δφ 2 .
Lemma 4.4. There exists C > 0 such that for every
U,∞ = c > 0 holds for every y ∈ U and as seen in the proof of Lemma 4.2 we can directly replace the term 1 t≥
. This gives:
In summary, we have seen that along this white noise coupling,
where δφ 1 and δφ 2 are low frequency noises with uniform Gaussian tails and δφ 3 is a high frequency noise with bounded pointwise variance and dependence scale O(2 −n ), which is independent of φ 0,n , δφ 1 and δφ 2 .
4.2. RSW estimates for crossing lengths. Now we investigate the consequences of the approximate conformal invariance on crossing lengths. More precisely we want to show that the tails of the crossing lengths of rectangles of varying aspect ratios are comparable, uniformly in the roughness of the conformal factor by using (4.2).
Let A, B be two boundary arcs of K and denote by L the distance from A to B in K for the Riemannian metric e γφ 0,n ds 2 ; we denote
and C, σ depend only on the geometry.
Proof. Assume that for some positive l, ε,
we have, using the Proposition 4.3:
and
Thus, with probability at least ε/2, the distance from A to B in K for the metric e γ(φ 0,n −δφ 1 −δφ 2 ) ds 2 is ≤ le γ 2
x . On this event, we fix such a path of length ≤ le γ 2
x and average over the independent small scale noise δφ 3 ; the expected length of the path is ≤ le
With conditional probability at least 1/2, this length is no more than twice the conditional expectation. Consequently, with probability at least ε/4, the distance from A to B in K for e γφ 0,n •F ds 2 is less than 2le
1 path and if φ is a smooth field, we have:
Thus, on the event {d(A, B, e γφ 0,n •F ) ≤ 2le γ 2
x e Cγ 2 } we have, taking such a path π:
and C depends only on the geometry.
To prove Proposition 4.6, we will need the following lemma which is a consequence of the moment method and which will be used in the next sections.
Lemma 4.7. Let µ be a Borel measure on a metric space (X, d). If S is a Borel set such that µ(S) ∈ (0, ∞) and ψ is a continuous centered Gaussian field on S, satisfying σ 2 := sup x∈S Var(ψ(x)) < ∞, then for every s > σ 2 we have
Proof. By using first Chebychev inequality, then Jensen inequality and finally explicit formula for moment generating function of Gaussian variables, we have for k > 1/2:
By setting k = s 2σ 2 , we get the tail estimate for s > σ 2 .
We are now ready to prove Proposition 4.6.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Assume that for some positive l, ε, P (L ≤ l) ≥ 1 − ε. Setting x = σ | log(ε/C)| and using the estimate from Proposition 4.3 we have:
Consequently, with probability at least 1 − 2ε, the distance from A to B in K for the metric e γ(φ 0,n −δφ 1 −δφ 2 ) ds 2 is ≤ le γ 2
x and average over the independent small scale noise δφ 3 . Let µ be the occupation measure of that path, so that |µ| ≤ le
, by using Lemma 4.7, we note that adding the noise δφ 3 increases the length by a factor ≥ e Cγ √ |log ε| with probability ≤ ε. Consequently, with probability
To prove Theorem 3.1, we will need the following elementary lemma. Now, we want to relate crossings of short rectangles with crossings of long rectangles. Our previous results say that the crossing lengths in K between sides A and B are uniformly (in n) comparable to crossing lengths in F (K) between sides F (A) and F (B). Thus, we would like to take the sides A and B to be those of a short rectangle and to map them to the sides of a long rectangle with a conformal map F such that F ′ and F ′′ are bounded and satisfying |F ′ | ≥ 1. This cannot be done directly but this is the main idea: to produce a crossing from a short domain to a longer one. In particular, it is enough to consider ellipses and to relate crossings in ellipses with crossings in rectangles and by using the previous lemma one can begin with crossing of sides in a very small domain and then map it to a much larger domain.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is divided in two steps. First we prove the inequality (3.1) associated with the left tail and then the inequality (3.2) associated to the right one.
Step 1. We study first the left tail under the assumption P(L (n) a,b ≤ l) ≥ ε and we want to obtain a similar estimate for L (n)
a,b is the length of a crossing in the thin direction.
First, by using Lemma 4.8, we observe that there is an integer j = j(b/a) and j
a,b ≤ l, at least one of the j rectangles is crossed in the thin direction by a subpath of that crossing. Thus, by union bound, we get P(L
Consider now ellipses E, E ′ , each with two marked arcs, such that: any left-right
is a crossing of E, and any crossing of E ′ is a left-right
Divide the marked arcs of E into m subarcs of, say, equal length. With probability at least ε/(j p m 2 ), one of these crossings has length at most l.
Figure 1. Rectangles and ellipses
For m large enough (depending on E, E ′ ), for any pair of such subsegments (one on each side), there is a conformal equivalence F : E → E ′ such that the pair of subarcs is mapped to subarcs of the marked arcs of E ′ . Remark that ellipses are analytic curves (they are images of circles under the Joukowski map, see [18] Chapter 1 Exercise 15) and consequently (by Schwarz reflection) F extends to a conformal equivalence U → V , whereĒ (resp.Ē ′ ) is a compact subset of U (resp. V ).
By choosing p large enough, |F ′ | ≥ 1 on U. By the left tail estimate Proposition 4.5, we obtain that there is C > 0 such for all ε, l > 0:
which we rewrite as:
Step 2. For the right tail we reason similarly: let a < b and take l, ε so that P(L
a/2,b/2 is ≤ l; moreover these variables have positive association. By the the positive association property (Theorem 2.3) and the square-root trick (see [32] 
On the event {L (n) a/2 p ,b/2 p ≤ l}, the ellipse E has a crossing of length ≤ l between two marked arcs. Again by subdividing each of these arcs into m subarcs, and applying the square-root trick we see that for at least one pair of subarcs, there is a crossing of length ≤ l with probability ≥ 1 − ε j −p m −2 . Combining with the right-tail estimate Proposition 4.6, we get:
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
5. Tail estimates for crossing lengths: proof of Theorem 3.2 5.1. Concentration: the left tail. In this subsection we investigate the consequences of the RSW estimates combined with the following inequalities (see Figure 2) :
which implies the following:
Figure 2. Inequalities between lengths of geodesics associated to different rectangles
The following result is a consequence of the first inequality. It gives lognormal tail estimates on the left tail of crossing lengths renormalized by a small quantile, without any assumption on γ.
Proposition 5.1. There exists a small p 0 > 0 such that for p ≤ p 0 there exists c > 0 so that for every s > 0
where c, C do not depend on n.
Proof. Our left tail estimate (4.3) gives:
which can be rewritten as:
have a left-right crossing of length ≤ l and the field in these two rectangles is independent (if r 0 is small enough). Consequently,
These two results allow us to get the uniform tail bound. Indeed, take ε 0 small, such that C 2 ε 0 < 1 and set r (n) 0
3,3 (ε 0 ). We define by induction ε i+1 := (Cε i ) 2 (which gives
Indeed, the case i = 0 follows by definition and then notice that the RSW estimates under the induction hypothesis implies that
which gives, using the inequality (5.2):
Notice that we have the lower bound on r
Our estimate then takes the form, for i ≥ 0:
Which can be rewritten, taking i = ⌊2 log 2 s⌋, with absolute constants, for s ≥ 1:
Notice that dropping the dependence on γ as we impose it is bounded from above by a large number we get Proposition 5.1.
We have a uniform (in n) lognormal tail estimates for the lower bound of thin rectangles i.e. if ε 0 is small enough for every n ≥ 0, s ≥ 0:
where c, C are absolute constants.
Proof. The proof follows from the RSW estimate (5.1), the bound l
3,3 (ε 0 ) and the previous proposition.
It is tempting to follow the lines of this proof using the second inequality (see also Figure 2 ) in order to derive a right tail estimate. However, this approach cannot be readily extended because of the power 1/C in the RSW estimate, inequality (3.2).
5.2.
Concentration: the right tail. As mentioned in the previous section, we cannot generalize the method used for the left tails to the right one and the following proposition remediates to this. Before stating it, we refer the reader to the definitions of l n and δ n in Subsection 2.3. Proposition 5.3. If ε is small enough we have the following tail estimate:
where c and C are absolute constants.
Proof. We proceed according to the following steps:
(i) Use the RSW estimates to reduce the problem to the case of squares instead of long rectangles. (ii) Use a comparison to 1-dependent oriented site percolation to prove that with probability going to one exponentially in k, L Step 1. First, notice by the RSW estimates (4.4) that it is enough to prove that for
Step 2. We will see here that taking ε small enough, there exist C > 0, α < 1 such that for every k, n ≥ 0:
We consider a graph whose sites s are made by squares of size 3 × 3 and spaced so that two adjacent squares intersect each other along a rectangle of size (3, 1) or (1, 3) . Denote by L 3,1,right (s) ≤ 2l n } occurs (see Figure 3) . We have the following bound on the probability that a site s is open:
Therefore, taking ε small gives a highly supercritical 1-dependent percolation model (notice that a site s is independent of sites that are not directly weakly adjacent to it). Then, notice that L Step 3. In order to obtain an upper bound for L (n) 1,1 , by scaling and the percolation bound (5.3) we see that
Now, using that L
φm,n ds where π m,n is a geodesic for e γφm,n ds 2 and using the bound coming from Lemma 4.7 we have
)
Step 4. At this stage we want to replacel n−m by l n . To this end notice that a.s.
where the infimum is taken over the set I k of horizontal and vertical rectangles of size
Hence by union bound and scaling, we have, for s 1 > 0 and s 2 > 0 to be specified
Using the supremum tail estimate from the appendix (10.2) with s 1 = k log 4+C √ k +Cs and the lognormal tails from Corollary 5.2 with s 2 = C √ k log 4 + s we have
Step 5. Using this bound and coming back to our estimate (5.4), for every m ≤ n and s ≥ 0
We deal with the range s ∈ [1, 2 n/2 ], taking m such that s = 2 m/2 i.e. m = ⌊2 log 2 s⌋ we get:
Cγ log s e γs √ log s ≥ 1 − Ce −cs 2 which gives, dropping the dependence on γ for s > 1:
Step 6. We then treat the case s ≥ 2 n/2 . To do it, we use a moment method (Lemma 4.7) to get a right tail estimate on L (n) 1,1 together with a lower bound on its quantiles. The moment method (taking a straight line) gives:
(n log 4+C
√ n+C) =:
Since we consider the case s ≥ 2 n/2 , s ≥ x n and n ≤ 2 log 2 s and coming back to (5.7) leads to
Finally, combining the two inequalities ends the proof.
5.3.
Quasi-lognormal tail estimates at subcriticality. In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.2. The main idea is the following: the tightness of log L (n) 1,1 −log µ n shows that the ratio between low and high quantiles of L (n) 1,1 is bounded. Using the RSW estimates, it implies that δ ∞ < ∞ which gives, uniformly in n, µ n ≤ Cl n . The tails are then obtained using Corollary 5.2 (with l n ≥ µ n C −1 ) and Proposition 5.3 (with δ n l n ≤ δ ∞ µ n ).
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assuming γ < γ c gives the tightness of (log L
1,1 − log µ n ) n≥0 . Thus, for every ε > 0 there exists C ε > 0 such that for every n ≥ 0, P(L
1,1 ≥ µ n e Cε ) ≤ ε C /3 which can be rewritten as
Combining with the RSW estimates (3.1):
In particular, δ n ≤ e Cε holds for every n ≥ 0 hence δ ∞ (ε) = sup n≥0 δ n (ε) < ∞.
We prove now the lower tail estimates. We have l n ≥ µ n e −Cε for every n ≥ 0 hence using Corollary 5.2 we get Theorem 3.4 when (a, b) = (1, 3) . For the upper tails since δ ∞ < ∞ and l n ≤ µ n we can use Proposition 5.3 to get Theorem 3.3 for the case (a, b) = (3, 1). The general case follows from the RSW estimates.
When γ < γ c , we expect the existence of a ρ ∈ (0, 1) such that l n = ρ n+o(n) and l n = ρ n+o(n) . However, we don't need this level of precision and the following a priori bounds are enough for our analysis.
Lemma 5.4. If 0 < ε < 1/2 we have the following inequalities relating quantiles, for every 0 ≤ k ≤ n:
n−k , (iii) and still under the assumption γ < γ c , e −C µ n ≤ l n ≤ µ n ≤l n ≤ e C µ n .
Proof. The first point follows from the proof of Proposition 5.3, see (5.6). For the second point, using Lemma 4.7 gives
≥ µ n−k e s and the result follows from Theorem 3.2. The last point follows from the previous proof.
5.4.
Lower bounds on the tails of crossing lengths. The following result, independent of the value of γ, shows that we cannot expect better than uniform lognormal tails. Its proof is essentially an application of the Cameron-Martin theorem and we see there that the lower bounds are already provided by the low frequencies of the field.
Proposition 5.5. There exist positive constants c, C such that for every n ≥ 0, x > 0:
Proof. If x ∈ [0, 1] 2 , for every t ∈ (0, 1), the Euclidean ball centered at x with radius tr 0 is included in the r 0 neighborhood of
Since k has compact support in B(0, r 0 ),
is independent of x and is equal to some positive real number h.
Let M be a real number. By the Cameron-Martin theorem (see [7] Section 2), since
,1]×([0,1] 2 ) r 0 is absolutely continuous with respect to ξ and its Radon-Nikodỳm derivative is given by the Cameron-Martin formula:
where g := 
Leb(([0, 1]
2 ) r 0 ). We introduce the field φ M 0,n associated to ξ +M1 [
,1]×([0,1] 2 ) r 0 (t, y)dydt and using the previous remark, we notice that φ M 0,n is equal to φ 0,n + Mh on [0, 1] 2 . Thus, using the Cameron-Martin theorem, if I is an interval, we have for n ≥ 0 and a > 0:
Taking I = (0, µ n ] and M = x > 0 gives, with a large enough but fixed,
Similarly, taking I = [µ n , ∞) and M = −x < 0 gives, with a large enough but fixed,
for every x > 0, n ≥ 0. This completes the proof.
6. Tightness of the metric at subcriticality: proof of Theorem 3.3
Diameter estimates. We focus on the diameter of [0, 1]
2 for the metric e γφ 0,n ds 2 . Notice that there may be a gap between it and the left-right length studied in the previous sections since left-right geodesics are between points where the field φ 0,n is small whereas geodesics associated to diameter have their extremities at points where the field φ 0,n may be high. Before going into exponential tail estimates, we start with a first moment estimate. is tight.
Proof. The proof is divided in four steps: in the first step we use a chaining argument to give an upper bound of the diameter in terms of crossing lengths of rectangles at lower scales and in term of the supremum of φ 0,n . In the second and third steps, we bound the expected value of the term associated to the crossing lengths of rectangles and the one of term associated to the supremum. By Chebychev inequality, this gives a control of the right tail of log Diam [0, 1] 2 , µ −2 n e γφ 0,n ds 2 . In the last step, we compare the diameter to the left-right crossing length to obtain a left tail estimate.
Step 1. Let us denote by H k (resp V k ) the set of horizontal (resp vertical) thin rectangles of size 2 −k−1 (2, 1) spaced by 2 −k−1 and tiling
2 is split in two thin horizontal rectangles in H k and two thin vertical rectangles in V k . For each of these four rectangles, we pick a path minimizing the crossing length in the long direction. We call system the union of these four geodesics (on Figure  5 , the purple and the green sets are systems associated to different squares). At a scale k, there are 4 k systems, each giving rise to four geodesics. If x and y are two points in [0, 1] 2 , the geodesic distance between x and y is less than the length associated to any path between them. The majorizing path we use is defined as follows: if P ∈ P n is the dyadic block at scale n containing x, we take an Euclidean straight line (red path on Figure 5 ) to join the system of four geodesics (purple set on the Figure 5 ) associated to H n and V n in the block P . By following successively systems associated to larger dyadic blocks, we eventually reach to the one associated to [0, 1] 2 . For instance, on Figure 5 , the path goes from scale n to scale n − 1 by using the purple and green systems. Proceeding similarly with y gives a path from x to y, constituted by n systems and two Euclidean straight lines.Taking a uniform bound over these gives an upper bound which is uniform for every x and y in [0, 1] 2 , hence a.s.
φ 0,n (6.1)
x Figure 5 . Chaining argument
Step 2. Now, we bound the expected value of the first term in (6.1). We decouple the first scales, a.s.
. Then, by using the bound on the exponential moment of the supremum of φ 0,n (Lemma 10.2), we get E(e γ 2
k . By scaling and union bound, the upper tails (3.3) (γ < γ c ) give the tail estimate P(
Gathering all the pieces leads to
By the bound relating quantiles of different scales (Lemma 5.4) we have
The series converges for γ < 1/2.
Step 3. For the second term, using the exponential moment bound for the supremum (Lemma 10.2), the bound 2 −γn e −C √ n ≤ l n for γ < 1/2 (by comparison with the supremum) we find
Step 4. Since the diameter of the square [0, 1] 2 is larger than the left-right distance, by using Theorem 3.2 we get
which completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.
We now look for exponential tails, when γ is small enough. The following proposition will be used both for the tightness of d 0,n and to prove that γ c > 0. We refer the reader to the definitions of δ n and l n in Subsection 2.3. there exists C > 0 such that for every n ≥ 0, s > 0:
2 , e γφ 0,n ds 2 ≥ δ n l n e cs ≤ Ce
−s
Proof. The proof is divided in three steps. In the two first steps, we give a tail estimate for the first term in (6.1). More precisely, in the first step, we give a tail estimate for L (n) (P ) with P ∈ H k ∪ V k . By union bound, we get one for n k=0 max P ∈H k ∪V k L (n) (P ) in the second step. The third step deals with the second term in (6.1).
Step 1. In order to reuse directly the Proposition 5.3, note first if
thus we look for a tail estimate for this term. To this end, we decouple the scales, by taking a geodesic π k,n for the field φ k,n , use Lemma 4.7, scaling and the upper tail estimate from Proposition 5.3 and we obtain successively:
Hence, we get for
Step 2. In this step we want to give a tail estimate for
and by replacing s in (6.2) by t(s) := k log(4 + ε) + s 2 so that the right-hand side in this inequality becomes (4 + ε)
−k e −s 2 , we get
Since log s ≤ Cs 2δ for some small fixed δ > 0, t(s) log t(s) ≤ Ct(s) 1+δ . Moreover, since t(s) ≤ k log(4 + ε) + s, the convexity of the map s → s 1+δ gives the bound Ct(s) log t(s) ≤ Ck 1/2+δ/2 + Cs 1+δ .
By using the upper bound l n−k ≤ l n 2 γk e C √ k (Lemma 5.4) and by introducing a ε := log(4 + ε)/ log 4 so that e γ 2 t(s) √ k log 4 ≤ 2 aεγk e γ 2 s √ k log 4 , we get the bound which leads to the following tail estimate:
We now introduce F (s) := √ log 4. We obtain by union bound, P(
We thus want an upper bound on F (s). To this end, we introduce the function f s (t) := −t(1 − λ) log 2 + Ct 1/2+α + βs √ t. We notice that f increases on [0, t s ] and decreases on [t s , ∞] for some t s > 0. By series/integral comparison we have:
By introducing c ε :=
, we obtain F (s) = ∞ k=0 a k ≤ Ce cεs 2 e Cs 1+δ , see the appendix, Subsection 10.2 for more details. Thus P(
which is less than 1 if and only if γ < 6 √ 2 − 8 ≈ 0.485.
Step 3. Now, we focus on the second term in the chaining inequality (6.1). Since l n ≥ 2 −γn e −C √ n (Lemma 5.4), we have for γ < 1/2 and using the tail estimates obtained in Lemma 10.1:
6.2. Tightness of the metric. We are ready to prove Theorem 3.3 i.e. the tightness of the metric when γ < γ c ∧ 0.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The proof is divided in two main steps. In the first one, we prove the tightness of the metric in the space of continuous functions by giving a Hölder upper bound. In the second one we prove that the pseudo-metric obtained is a metric. This is done by establishing a Hölder lower bound.
Step 1. We suppose γ < γ c . We start by proving that for every 0 < h < 1 − 2γ −
, if ε > 0 there exists a large C ε > 0 so that for every n ≥ 0
By union bound we will estimate P(∃x,
We start with the term P(∃x,
, there exists a square P of size 2 −k+2 among fewer than C4 k fixed such squares such that x, x ′ ∈ P . Also, for two such x and x ′ , by writing
Hence, by union bound, this term is bounded by
We separate the first k scales of the fields φ 0,n as follows. Recall that Diam(P, e γφ 0,n ds 2 )
is larger than e γ 2 √ kt Diam(P, e γφ k,n ) with probability less than e − t 2 log 4 (by Lemma 4.7). s . Under this event, by scaling the former bound becomes
Using Lemma 5.4 we get that µ n ≥ µ n−k 2 −γk e −C √ k thus we are left with estimating
We use the diameter estimates obtained in Proposition 6.2: since 2 c(γ)k = e , takings(k, s) = k log 4 + δ ′ k − C √ k + c(1 − γ/2)s, we have by gathering all the pieces for s large enough, uniformly in n:
Taking s large enough, the right-hand side is less than ε.
We are left with the term P(∃x,
e. with the case of small dyadic blocks where the field is approximately constant. By direct comparison with the supremum of the field i.e.
and since on the associated event x − x ′ h−1 ≥ 2 n(1−h) , this probability is less than the probability P(e and that we have the lower bound on the median µ n ≥ 2 −γn e −C √ n (see the proof of Proposition 5.3, Step 6) the former probability is less than Hence we obtain the tightness of (d 0,n ) n≥0 as a random element of C([0, 1] 2 ×[0, 1] 2 , R + ) and every subsequential limit is (by Skorohod's representation theorem) a pseudo-metric.
Step 2. Now we deal with the separation of the pseudo-metric. We prove that if h > 1 + γ and if ε > 0 there exists a small constant c ε such that for every n ≥ 0
Similarly as in the proof of (6.3), by union bound it is enough to estimate the term P(∃x,
We start with P(∃x,
. Note that any path from x to x ′ crosses one of the fixed C4 k rectangles of size 2 −k−1 (1, 3) that fill vertically and
. By writing h = 1 + γ + δ with δ > 0, we can bound the term in the summation above by
By separating the infimum with the term P sup [0,1] 2 φ 0,n ≥ k log 4 + δ ′ k + s , by scaling and using the bound
By union bound, the tail estimates from Corollary 5.2 and gathering all the pieces we get that the summation is less than Ce −cs uniformly in n.
Finally, we control again the second term by comparison with the supremum of the field. On the event {∃x,
s hence the probability of this event is less than P sup [0,1] 2 φ 0,n ≥ n log 4 + δ ′ n + s hence the result as before.
Definition of a metric on R 2 . Let us mention here that one can define a random metric associated to φ 0,∞ on the full two-dimensional space. We saw that (d 2 ) the restriction of d
Indeed, with high probability, there is a crossing of an annulus around [0, 1] 2 whose length for d 0,n is larger than the diameter of [0, 1] 2 for d 0,n , uniformly in n. Also, if we fix x ∈ R 2 and denote by T x the map φ → φ(· − x), for a field φ and d → d(· − x, · − x) for a metric d, if the measure on fields is φ 0,∞ and the measure on metrics is d R 2 0,∞ , then the transformation T x is mixing thus ergodic in each case.
Weyl scaling
In this section we will see that any limiting metric space is non trivial. In particular, we will show they are not deterministic and not independent of field φ 0,∞ .
The main idea of the proof is the following. Take d 0,∞ a limiting metric whose existence comes from the previous subsection. Define for some suitable function f the metric e In what follows, we recall some background on metric geometry and we refer the reader to Chapter 2 in [6] for more details. Let (X, d) be a metric space and π be a continuous map from an interval I to X. We define the length L d (π) of π with respect to the metric d by setting
where the supremum is taken over all n ≥ 1, t 0 < t 1 < · · · < t n in I. If L d (π) < ∞, we say that π is rectifiable. We also say that π has constant speed if there exists a constant
Starting with such a length functional L = L d we can define a metric space (X, d L ) by setting, for every x, y ∈ X,
Notice that a Riemannian manifold (M, g) is a length space. Moreover, we say that this metric is strictly intrinsic if for any x, y ∈ X there exists a path π such that π(0) = x, π(1) = y and d(x, y) = L d (π). In this case the path π is called a shortest path between x and y.
Let 
.
The following lemma will be useful to identify the metric associated to φ 0,∞ + f in terms of the one associated to φ 0,∞ .
where osc(f, K) := sup x,y∈K |f (x) − f (y)| and where K dn x,y := Geo dn (x, y)∪Geo e f ·dn (x, y). Then notice that if x is close to y then K dn x,y is small with respect to the Euclidean topology. More precisely, notice that Geo dn (x, y) ⊂ B(x, (
For every x and y such that d n (x, y) < δ, osc(f, K dn x,y ) ≤ ω(f, Cδ 1/α )) where ω(f, δ) denotes the modulus of continuity of the function f i.e. ω(f, δ) := sup{|f (x) − f (y)| :
2 st |x − y| < δ}. Note that the bound of the oscillation is independent of n. We start with the upper bound. Since e f · d ∞ is strictly intrinsic, take by a dichotomy procedure
For n large enough, for every i, d n (x i , x i+1 ) < δ. Hence, by triangle inequality, for n large enough
Hence by taking the lim sup and using the convergence of
By the uniform continuity of f , we obtain the upper bound by letting δ going to 0. Now we deal with the lower bound. Up to extracting a subsequence we may assume that e f · d n (x, y) converges to its lim inf. Again, since e f · d n is strictly intrinsic, take x n 0 = x, . . . , x n Nn = y, such that
Taking the minimal number N n (still using the midpoints method) N n is bounded and up to taking a subsequence, we may assume that N n converges. In particular, N n is eventually constant and equal to some N. We may then also assume that the x n i 's also converges to some x i 's for 0 ≤ i ≤ N and these
Taking the limit as n goes to ∞ we get by the uniform convergence of
by the triangle inequality. Letting δ going to 0 we get the result.
It is easy to see that the same result holds if instead of f , we assume that a sequence of continuous functions (f n ) n≥0 converges uniformly to f on [0, 1] 2 , then under the same assumptions (e fn · d n ) n≥0 converges simply to the metric e f · d 0,∞ . This lemma is a key ingredient to prove the following corollary. 2 and converging uniformly to a function f . If γ < min(γ c , 0.4) then the following statements hold:
f · d 0,∞ ), both couplings are probability measures on the same space.
Proof. We start with the proof of (i). Since for every n ≥ 0, a.s. e sup n≥0 fn ∞ d 0,n , the argument giving the tightness of (d 0,n ) n≥0 then extends to give the one of (e γ 2 fn · d 0,n ) n≥0 , see the proof of Theorem 3.3.
We now prove (ii). We first fix α > 1 + γ and β ∈ (0, 1 − 2γ − ) and we then
x−x ′ β . Using (6.4) and (6.3),
is tight, up to extracting a subsequence, we can assume it converges in law. By the Skorohod representation theorem, we obtain an almost sure convergence on a same probability space and we denote by d 0,∞ (resp d ′ 0,∞ ) the limit of d 0,n (resp e γ 2 fn · d 0,n ). We can thus introduce the random constants C α := sup n≥0 C n α < ∞ and C β := sup n≥0 C n β < ∞. On this probability space, the following condition of Lemma 7.1 is satisfied: a.s. for every
By using Lemma 7.1, we can identify the almost sure limit of e γ 2 fn ·d 0,n : d
f ·d 0,∞ . Finally, notice that (iii) follows from the previous proofs.
The main result of this subsection is the following proposition. It order to state it, let us make the following remark: the map C 0,∞ :
2 du (see the remark before (9.3) for a proof). In particular, we haveĈ 0,∞ (0) =k
is absolutely continuous with respect to P ∞ = L(φ 0,∞ , d 0,∞ ) and its Radon-Nikodỳm derivative is given by
In particular, d 0,∞ and φ 0,∞ are not independent.
To prove this proposition, we will use the following lemma, whose proof is postponed to the end of the section.
Lemma 7.4. Fix g ∈ S(R 2 ) and define for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, f n := C 0,n * g. The following assertions hold:
(i) For every n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, φ 0,n + f n is absolutely continuous with respect to φ 0,n and
converges in law to φ 0,∞ with respect to the weak topology on S ′ (R 2 ).
Proof of Proposition 7.3. Take f ∈ S(R 2 ), set g := C −1 0,∞ f ∈ S(R 2 ) and define f n := C 0,n * g. By using Lemma 7.4 assertion (i) for n = ∞ we have:
Using again Lemma 7.4 assertion (i) but for finite n we have:
Now we prove that φ 0,∞ + f, e γ 2 f · d 0,∞ is absolutely continuous with respect to (φ 0,∞ , d 0,∞ ) and that the Radon-Nikodỳm derivative is given by D f ∞ . By introducing the function G which maps a smooth field φ to the Riemannian metric whose metric tensor is e γφ ds 2 , we have, for every continuous and bounded functional F :
Now we claim that the left-hand side converges to E(F (φ 0,∞ + f, e The second one comes from the convergence in law of (φ 0,n , d 0,n ) n≥0 and from the convergence of (f n ) n≥0 to f in L 2 (R 2 ) (Lemma 7.4 assertion (ii)). To be precise, for
By the triangle inequality and since F is bounded we have
Taking the lim sup when n goes to infinity (the first term vanishes) and then letting M goes to infinity (the second term vanishes by uniform integrability), we obtain the result since lim sup M →∞ lim sup n→∞ E exp( φ 0,n , g )1 exp( φ 0,n ,g )≥M = 0 (easy to check). Now, we come back to the proof of Lemma 7.4.
Proof of Lemma 7.4. We will prove successively the assertions (i), (ii) and (iii).
(i). The proof follows from evaluating characteristic functionals. Define for φ ∈ S(R 2 ) the functional
Var( φ 0,n ,ϕ ) = e fn,ϕ e 1 2 C 0,n * ϕ,ϕ and similarly, since C 0,n * g = f n and C 0,n * ϕ, g = ϕ, C 0,n * g = ϕ, f n = f n , ϕ :
fn,g = e C 0,n * ϕ,ϕ + C 0,n * ϕ,g + 1 2
C 0,n * g,g
(ii). First, we prove that C 0,n * f converges uniformly to C 0,∞ * f on R 2 . Notice that
Now we prove that the convergence holds in L 2 (R 2 ). By Parseval, we have
Moreover, sinceĈ n,∞ (ξ) = ξ −2 2 −n ξ 0 uk(u) 2 du (see the remark before (9.3) for a proof), we have:
and this completes the proof of assertion (ii).
(iii). We want to prove here that (φ 0,n ) n≥0 converges in law to φ 0,∞ in S ′ (R 2 ). To this end, take f ∈ S(R 2 ) and notice that:
2 du for n ∈ N ∪ {∞}, by monotone convergence, we deduce that E( φ 0,n , f 2 ) converges to E( φ 0,∞ , f 2 ). Thus, we have the convergence of the characteristic functionals: E(e i φ 0,n ,f ) = e
E( φ 0,∞ ,f 2 ) , which is enough to obtain the convergence in law, see for instance [5] .
8. Small noise regime: proof of Theorem 3.4
We want to prove here that γ c > 0. To do it, we will show by induction that the ratio between large quantiles and small quantiles is uniformly bounded in n. Recall the notations l n ,l n and δ n from Subsection 2.3. Then δ n ր δ ∞ when n goes to ∞. We start by showing that when ε and γ are small enough, but fixed, then δ ∞ < ∞. By our tail estimates, Corollary 5.2 (with l n ≥ µ n δ −1 ∞ ) and Proposition 5.3 (with δ n l n ≤ δ ∞ µ n ) this implies the tightness of log L (ii) Give an upper bound on Var log L (n) 1,1 using the Efron-Stein inequality. The bound obtained involves a sum indexed by blocks P ∈ P k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. (iii) Get rid of the independent copy term which appears when using the Efron-Stein inequality and see how a small value of γ makes the variance smaller. (iv) Give an upper bound on diameter and a lower bound on the left-right distance and control their ratio, using δ n−1 . (v) Conclude the induction.
Step 1. To link the quantiles and the variance of a random variable X notice that
where X ′ is an independent copy of X. Together with the RSW estimates obtained in Theorem 3.1 we have, for some constant C ε depending on ε but not on n:
Step 2. The idea is then to bound Var(log L (n) 1,1 ) by a term involving δ n−1 and γ. To do it, we will use the Efron-Stein inequality, see for instance [3] Section 3 where it is used to give an upper bound for the variance of the distance between two points in the model of first passage percolation, which is a similar problem to ours. To this end, note that the variable L For P ∈ P k , we denote by L (n),P 1,1 the length obtained by replacing the block field φ k,P by an independent copy φ ′ k,P and keeping all other block fields fixed. The Efron-Stein inequality gives:
Step 3. We then focus on the term in the summation. For 0 ≤ k ≤ n, P ∈ P k :
where P 2r 0 := P + B(0, 2 −k · 2r 0 ) and where in the last inequality we used the mean value theorem with the bound x ≤ e x :
By setting S k,P := sup P 2r 0 |φ k,P | + sup P 2r 0 φ ′ k,P , this gives, using log(1 + x) ≤ x:
φ 0,n 1 πn(s)∈P 2r 0 ds 2 which finally gives:
Notice that for k = 0 the term in the summation corresponds to E(e CS 0,[0,1] 2 ).
Step 4. We focus now on the case where k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since E(e CS k,P ) 1/2 is independent of k and P by scaling and finite by Fernique, we have by Cauchy-Schwarz:
Notice that for P ∈ P k , πn e γ 2 φ 0,n 1 πn(s)∈P 2r 0 ds ≤ 9 max Q∼P Diam(Q, e γφ 0,n ds 2 ). Indeed, P 2r 0 is included in the union of P and its eight neighboring squares (see Figure  6) . Thus, the length of the parts of π n included in P 2r 0 is less than the diameter of this union, which itself is less than the sum of the diameter of all these squares. Figure 6 . 2r 0 -enlargement of P with its neighbors Let N k denote the number of dyadic squares of size 2 −k visited by π n . Since the number of blocks P 2r 0 (with P ∈ P k ) visited by π n is less than 9N k , a.s.
Diam P, e γφ 0,n ds 2 4 and by decoupling the first k − 1 scales of the field φ 0,n = φ 0,k−1 + φ k,n , a.s.
Moreover, ifÑ k denotes the maximal number of disjoint left-right rectangle crossings of size 2 −k (1, 3) for π n , among such rectangles filling vertically and horizontally [0, 1] 2 , spaced by 2 −k (this set is denoted by I k ), we haveÑ k ≥ cN k andÑ k ≥ c2 k for a small constant c > 0. Indeed, if a dyadic square is visited, one of the four rectangles around it is crossed (see Figure 7) . Considering a fraction of them gives the first claim. It is easy to check the second claim by noticing that π n crosses each rectangle of size 2 −k × 1. By decoupling the first k − 1 scales, we get L
as well as L
By concavity of the map x → √ x we have:
Gathering, (8.4) and (8.5),
Since |P k | = 4 k , by independence between scales,
Using Lemma 10.2 to control the exponential moment, the first term is bounded by 2 4γk e C √ k . For the second term, notice that the product inside the expectation is between an increasing and a decreasing function of the field. Hence, by the positive association property (Theorem 2.3):
By scaling, the field involved is φ 0,n−k . We use our estimates for the diameters, Proposition 6.2, for the first term and Corollary 5.2 for the second one. More precisely, by standard inequality between expected value of positive random variable and integration of tail estimates we have:
Altogether, we get for 1 ≤ k ≤ n:
for some constant c > 0.
Step 5. Hence for γ small enough the series in the right-hand side of (8.3) converges and we have the bound Var log L
Cε exp(Cγδ n−1 ) < e Cε exp(CγM). Hence taking M > e Cε and γ small enough so that e Cε exp(CγM) < M shows that there exists γ 0 (which depends on ε) such that if γ < γ 0 , δ ∞ < ∞. We can conclude that γ c > 0 by use of Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 5.3.
9.
Independence of γ c with respect to k: proof of Theorem 3.5
We want to prove that γ c is independent of k i.e. if we have two bump functions
n is also tight, where the superscripts corresponds to the bump function k i for i ∈ {1, 2}. The proof presented here relies on the assumption thatk 1 and k 2 have similar tails.
Main lines of the proof. The main idea of the proof is to couple φ 1 0,n and φ 2 0,n up to some additive noises that don't affect too much the lengths. To control the perturbation due to the noises, note that if δφ is a low frequency noise, the length L 1,1 (φ) is comparable to the length L 1,1 (φ + δφ) by a uniform bound a.s.:
and if δφ is a high frequency noise with bounded pointwise variance we have a one-sided bound on high and low quantiles given by the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1. If Φ is a continuous field and δΦ is an independent continuous centered Gaussian field with variance bounded by C then
, we take a geodesic for Φ and use a moment estimate on δΦ. We start with the lower tail. For s > 0 we have sup Var(δΦ) − log ε completes the proof of (i). For the upper tails taking the same s gives
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
Note that if δφ is a high frequency noise, with scale dependence 2 −n , say an approximation of 4 n i.i.d. standard Gaussian variables, its supremum is of order √ n and the inequality (9.1) is inappropriate compared to Lemma 9.1 which gives a bound of order one, but one-sided. However, for a low frequency noise δφ, independent of n, the bound (9.1) gives two-sided bounds on quantiles.
If (X n ) and (Y n ) denote two sequences of positive random variables, with positive density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (0, ∞), we write X n Y n if there exists a constant C independent of n such that for every ε > 0 small, there exists C ε , independent of n, such that F
−1
Xn (ε/C) ≤ C ε F
Yn (ε) and F −1
Yn (1 − ε). A direct corollary of Lemma 9.1 is the following: if (φ n ) n≥0 and (δφ n ) n≥0 are two sequences of independent centered continuous Gaussian fields, and that the pointwise variance of δφ n is bounded, then L 1,1 (φ n + δφ n ) L 1,1 (φ n ). Similarly, a direct consequence of (9.1) is that, under the same assumptions for (φ n ) n≥0 , if ψ is a continuous centered Gaussian field, then L 1,1 (φ n ) L 1,1 (φ n + ψ) L 1,1 (φ n ).
Now that the notations and the key tools are settled, let us explain the main idea of the proof. Let us assume for now that we have the following couplings, for a fixed k: n (x)) x∈R 2 where fields in the same side of an equality are independent and all fields are centered, continuous and Gaussian. Let us also assume that ψ is a fixed continuous Gaussian field, independent of n and thus a low frequency noise. Notice that if such couplings hold, it is clear that the δ i n 's and r i n 's have bounded pointwise variance since this is the case for the fields in the left-hand sides of (ii) and (iii). We then have, since ψ is a low frequency noise, by using (ii) and Lemma 9.1: Finally, the tightness of log L 1,1 (φ 2 0,n ) − log µ 2 n follows from the fact that if X is random variable and µ(X) is its median, then for every a ∈ R, µ(X + a) = µ(X) + a. This concludes the proof up to the results we claimed on the couplings.
All the fields in the couplings will be defined by using the following standard result: Proof. Since f ∈ L 1 (R d ), C is well-defined. Then, since f is symmetric, a change of variables gives that C is real-valued and C(x, y) = C(y, x). Moreover, notice that (C(x, y)) x,y∈R 2 is positive semidefinite: for every (a k ) 1≤k≤n and (x k ) 1≤k≤n in (R d ) n we have By a standard result on Gaussian processes (see [1] Section 1), there exists a centered Gaussian process (h(x)) x∈R d whose covariance is given by E(h(x)h(y)) = C(x, y). Finally, since E((h(x) − h(y))
2 ) ≤ 2 x − y R d f (ξ) ξ dξ and ξ f (ξ) ∈ L 1 (R d ), by the Kolmogorov continuity criterion there exists a modification of h which is continuous.
We also recall that C 0,n (x) = P sup Proof. First we bound a discretization of the field φ 0,n . Since the variance of φ 0,n (x) is equal to (n + 1) log 2, by union bound and classical Gaussian tail estimates we have The following lemma is a corollary of the previous one: using the tail estimates we control exponential moments. Proof. Fix 0 < γ < 2. We use the bound (10.1) as follows. By introducing s n := n+C √ n we have, by using the elementary bound E(e γX ) ≤ e γx + ∞ x γe γt P(X ≥ t)dt and for α to be specified: 
Upper bound for F (s).
In this subsection, we derive two lemmas that allow us to bound the term F (s) which appears in the proof of Proposition 6.2. The first one corresponds to a ts , the second one to where C α,a < ∞ just depends on a and C α just depends on α.
Proof. By writing −t + bs √ t = ) 1+2α ≤ C α (|v| 1+2α + (bs) 1+2α ) thus
